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Abstract - Limitation of resources and uncertainty of 
environment in the network communication field, leading us to 
a problem of how to use the most effective utilization of 
bandwidth. This research, therefore, focuses on a work of 
sharing and balancing bandwidth in a local network, some 
prior users subscribe its service first and consume much 
bandwidth capacity, it makes new coming users cannot gain its 
service because it does not have enough requiring amount of 
the service bandwidth. Thus, we try to distribute the bandwidth 
of the users who have much utilization, to the new coming, by 
that way we make a proportional usage with a negotiating 
resource process between users. In order to do that, we use 
fuzzy logic control method and set it up to each user, in which 
each one estimates its network state, and sends a bandwidth 
request to others, or shares its consumption to others by using 
methods of decreasing bandwidth usage. In this paper, we 
design a fuzzy system which uses some equations to calculate 
input, output system parameters; we also prove that the 
equations work well in all conditions of the network. In the 
experiment, we simulate to show how our method works by 
using OPNET with the fuzzy system in each user. A comparing 
result in an experiment between our method and original 
implementation of WebRTC, which is one of the most recent 
real-time communication technologies, shows that this 
approach improves video streaming between peers efficiency.

Keywords: Low bandwidth, Sharing bandwidth, Fuzzy 
control logic, WebRTC real time communication, Reduce 
frame rate, Reduce resolution

1 Introduction 
Along with the development of the Internet, bandwidth 

has a vital role in providing and qualifying network quality. 
Recently, streaming media over the Internet presents many 
challenges. On one hand, the current network provides fixed 
up and down bit stream for a group of local users, but they 
always demand a high quality of serving services with various 
kinds of requirements such as big data processing, parallel 
processing, HD streaming video services. On the other hand, 
the network has its own problem with inherent infrastructure 
which causes the work of changing the structure of the network 
is not easy with the involved of many components, otherwise, 

we must improve network management [1, 2]. Many previous 
studies have been conducted in the field of media transmission 
for optimizing bandwidth usage with streaming media, low 
transmission [3, 4]. Thus, improving efficient utilization of
bandwidth is necessary. The more effective bandwidth uses, 
the better quality service is, in network communication 
application. For the above reason, this paper concentrates on 
improving bandwidth utilization for a group of users in the 
local network where each user knows other. Each user needs a 
fuzzy system which has an ability to estimate its current 
network state whether it has low, medium or high speed. Then 
the system designs a method to reduce or increase resource 
consumption. To form the input system, we compare values 
between current usage and service requirement. However, the 
process to produce the fuzzy output system depends on 
services which user subscribes to. Hence, we choose WebRTC 
video streaming service [5, 6, 7] to demonstrate and illustrate 
our research in the most straightforward way. Our work is 
primarily focused on network transmissions, such as file 
transfer and multimedia streaming with two main contributions. 
First, we proposed bandwidth sharing system, which uses the 
fuzzy control system to share bandwidth between different 
users on the local network according to requesting bandwidth 
users. The second contribution is a smoothing method for 
decreasing bandwidth usage, such as frame rate and resolution 
in the case of video streaming.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, 
related works on the packet scheduling problem and some 
other related fields, are introduced. In Section III, we describe 
our proposal system using Mandani fuzzy model, which 
includes a description of sharing and requiring bandwidth 
estimation with fuzzification and defuzification processes. In 
Section IV, we present the way of how our method works with 
the simulation of OPNET - a tool that provides performance 
management for computer networks and applications. Section 
V provides conclusions and discussions.

2 Related research
Making a plan to distribute bandwidth is an important task 

in a large computing system, based on [8], a decentralized, 
accurate, and low-cost system that predicts pairwise bandwidth 
between hosts [9] proposed an algorithm which constructs a
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distributed tree that embeds bandwidth measurements without
any centralized component requirement. By that way, they 
determine the performance of distributed computing 
applications in a computing system.

Network coding brings substantial improvements in terms of 
throughput and delay in collaborative media streaming
applications. To overcome this critical redundant transmission 
problem [10] addressed the problem of finding a suitable 
asynchronous packet scheduling policy in collaborative media 
streaming applications.

Fig.1. A local network with negotiating bandwidth proposal method.

In the field of fuzzy control logic [11] presented a 
connection admission control method that uses a type-2 fuzzy 
logic system. The system can combine the input rate of real-time 
voice, video traffic, and non-real-time data traffic in the decision 
of connection admission combine the experiences from lots of 
experts so that an acceptable decision boundary can be obtained. 
Also, it provides an interval decision, so that a soft-decision can 
be made based on a design tradeoff between cell loss ratio and 
bandwidth utilization.

3 Proposal system overview
In the proposal system has three devices A, B, and C in a

local network, each device consumes bandwidth with value
represents Bua, Bub, Buc correspondingly. At first, device A and 
B are active at some services and they take much of bandwidth 
resource in the network, which describes by .
For the above reason, device C cannot get a desired service 
because it does not have enough bandwidth for gaining the 
service. Hence, device C will negotiate with A and B for getting 
network resources by sending a request as shown in a dashed
arrow Fig. 1. For better explanatory our research, we do not 
mention any case of complexity in the network infrastructure, 
and outside affection of the network.

3.1 Fuzzification input system
The proposal uses Mandani Fuzzy Model, and triangle 

shapes membership function. It has two input variables which 
are sharing ability and resource requirement of a client. The
output variable of the system is the amount of bandwidth that 
user can reduce. Our method focuses on the client itself, thus,
each client has their system for calculating and requesting 
resources. Depending on the current state of network utilization, 
each client estimates its fuzzy usage with a value; the process 
is so called Fuzzification. Then, the human knowledge and 
constraint rules involve for calculating output; the process is 

called Fuzzy Inference. Finally, the Defuzzification defuses 
output fuzzy values, from that, the system makes a decision 
decreasing bandwidth.

Assuming that, BS is a current utilization bandwidth of a
prior device which established a connection with some services
and was consuming the bandwidth of the local network. BR is a 
current utilization bandwidth of a device which tends to be 
subscribed to a specific service, however, it cannot reach the 
service because the bandwidth almost consumed by the device 
has BS. Furthermore, we name BM is a minimum required 
bandwidth to gain a specific service in the user. Thus, different 
users have different BM values of their subscribed service.

By comparing the current consuming bandwidth value with 
minimum requirement, we form scalar values for the input 
system by using two equations below:

(1)

(2)

The sharing variable in (1) and requiring variable in (2) has 
range [-100, 100], the negative value in (1) means that it can 
reduce bandwidth usage, the positive value in (2) means that it
need more bandwidth, and it cannot share bandwidth to other 
devices on the network and vice versa. In (2), if the users
already established services and consumed most of the 
bandwidth in the network, then the device which tends to
establish a new connection has a small bandwidth consumption 
when compares with minimum requirement, 

, it makes the sharing users reduce much more resource, 
and the serving service become low. In this case, we make a 
new equation which supports the user gains a service by 
making a comparison with BM and BS, and equation (2) 
becomes:

(3)

3.2 Fuzzy inference process
As mention above, we define the symbol as positive or 

negative in accordance with the increasing or decreasing 
bandwidth utilization. The input variables are the requirement 
and sharing ability, the output variable is the amount of 
bandwidth that the sharing user needs to decrease bandwidth 
usage. The fuzzy values of the input and output variables 
describe as Negative High, Negative Low, Negative, Medium, 
Normal, Positive Low, Positive Medium, Positive High or their 
abbreviation words are NH, NL, N, PL, PM, PH by increasing 
order.

In the system, we have two input variables, R represents the
fuzzy value of requiring bandwidth, and S represents the fuzzy 
value of sharing ability. The output of the system Op is an 
amount of a device which can reduce bandwidth usage depends 
on the request from another device. Therefore, we have a set of 
fuzzy rules as follows,

If R is PH and S is NH, then Op is NH
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If the requiring is positive high (it needs much bandwidth), 
and the sharing is negative high (it is eager to share resource),
then the output is negative high (the sharing user reduces much 
of its utilization). Probably, we do nothing if R is kind of 
Negative because we do not want to decrease the bandwidth of 
the required device, meanwhile, it is requesting. Also, in the 
case S is kind of Positive which means the sharing devices need 
more bandwidth, they cannot share bandwidth with others. 
Thus, the output is N (keeping its current state). The discussion 
of those rules between input and output is shown in Table I.

Table 1. Fuzzy Inference of bandwidth

R/S NH NM NL N PL PM PH
NH N N N N N N N
NM N N N N N N N
NL N N N N N N N
N NL NL N N N N N
PL NL NL N N N N N
PM NM NM NL NL N N N
PH NH NH NM NL N N N

3.3 Defuzification output system
Based on human knowledge, triangle shapes membership 

function, and fuzzy rules which were given above, the system 
calculates output variable by using the centroid 
method. Finally, we have the crisp value of the output system 
but it is still fuzzy value. Thus, we use (5) to calculate a real 
output amount Dec, of the system.

(5)

The max-min inference method produces output 
variable, is formed as:

(6)

With is values of output membership function 
corresponding to input value , R and S. The relationship 
between input and output is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Relationship between input and output of the fuzzy system

If the user does not have priorities in consuming bandwidth
which means all users have equality to take resources, then we 
reform equation (1), (2) with is the average bandwidth
consumption of the local network. Assuming that ,

(7)

(8)

Using the same strategy above with equation (7) and (8), we 
have a final balance bandwidth usage after the negotiation in 
the local network because each sharing and requiring user tends
to come Avrg value.

4 An example on WebRTC
Aiming to prove that our method stands out from other 

methods, we choose a technology which is one of the most 
advanced real-time communication technologies recently, 
WebRTC. While our method works well in low bandwidth 
condition, WebRTC also works well in the similar condition,
such as the WebRTC audio and video engines work together 
with the underlying network transport to probe the available 
bandwidth and optimize delivery of the media streams [6].
However, DataChannel in WebRTC API transfers require 
additional application logic: the application must monitor the 
amount of buffered data and be ready to adjust as needed. Thus, 
it takes some time to evaluate and may cause package loss. In 
this section, we discuss an analysis of a negotiating algorithm, 
after that, we simulate our method for balancing bandwidth 
utilization in OPNET and illustrate the result by using open 
source EasyRTC [12].

A sending rate of video streaming with r represents frame 
rate or refresh rate, y represents total vertical lines of active 
pixels, x represents total horizontal of active pixels, and 
is a factor when the original rate is affected by network 
environment, it calculates by equation (9),

(9)

The strategy for reducing bandwidth utilization is that we 
reduce the frame rate until it gets minimum value Minr (Maxr
is the maximum frame rate), and then reduce the resolution. 
However, in the real world, the resolution of the digital camera
has a discrete type, and the total horizontal, vertical pixel are 
somehow fixed in a resolution list corresponding to the type of 
camera, we cannot choose it randomly.

In the sharing device, from original resolution and frame 
rate (x0, y0, r0), we reduce the rate to a new point (xi, yi, ri) with 
several steps which is called smoothing process. From (5) and 
(9), we yield , we divide the 
smoothing process into two cases:

First, we keep the resolution , and reduce 
frame rate if it satisfies (10) with ,
we move to the second step if the condition does not satisfy.

Second, finding next resolution in the resolution list which 
has lower rate and satisfying (10),

(10)

(11)
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In the requiring user, after the sharing user decreases 
bandwidth usage, it has an amount bps with is
a factor which the environment impacts on the reducing amount 
of the network. If which means, it satisfies the 
requirement of the service with Deci is an amount of decreasing 
bandwidth at ith sharing user. Thus, the resolution of requiring
device is calculated by equation (11). When we decrease the 
rate from to in just a while, it makes 
inconvenience to the user because of video vibrant resolution.
Thus, we must smooth the decreasing process by spreading out 
the decreasing time t. Suppose that is an intermediate 
step between step 0 and ith, if the resolution changes in step j
then . Otherwise, is invariable and is
given by (13), because the resolution does not change.
Assigning is the number of decreasing resolution steps. 
A resolution takes a higher efficient quality than the frame rate. 
Thus, we assign with a weight higher than the weight of 
step for decreasing the frame, the total steps in the process is, 

(12)

(13)

In equation (12), even if and 
or . Given a time t, each step must take 
seconds.

At the beginning of this section, we propounded the method 
which describes how the new coming user, C gets streaming 
video in the case bandwidth almost saturated by A and B. The 
process for gaining resource is a negotiating algorithm with
following steps:

Step 1: Each device determines its current state in the network, such 
as streaming video resolution and frame rate, minimum video 
streaming requirement, camera resolution list, and network bandwidth 
capacity.
Step 2: According to the current streaming state, new device requests
resource from current devices.
Step 3: In each current device do a fuzzification depending on its 
current state.
Step 4: In each current device do a defuzzification to estimate the 
decreasing utilization bit rate.
Step 5: Calculating new resource and frame rate for all devices.
Step 6: In this step, the algorithm drive into two ways. First, if new 
device can get streaming video after the previous steps, then we move 
to the next step. Otherwise, we back to step 4.
Secondary, we try to make a proportion of resource utilization for 
every device. If the condition satisfies, then we move to the next step. 
Otherwise, we back to step 4.
Step 7: Assigning new resolution and frame rate for preparing step 8.
Step 8: In case of sharing device, we will make a smooth decreasing 
process to make the convenience. If it is a new coming device, its 
bandwidth usage is not decreased, and then we end the process.
Step 9: Comparing the new value and initial value to make a 
smoothing process which is given in equation (12). 

4.1 Simulation and experiment
To show how our method works, in this section we use 

network simulation tool OPNET, to illuminate the negotiation 
process between devices in the network. The network topology 
in the simulation is shown in Fig. 3 with three devices A, B, 
and C. We conduct the experiment with an initial camera 
resolution. For less complexity, we choose , in (9), 
(10), and (11). Both video source and destination have no 
encoder and decoder, the transmit rate sets to 8 Mbytes.

Fig. 3. Network topology of simulation

Three devices A, B, and C have video conferencing service 
with the imbalance bandwidth utilization. Each device 
negotiates with others and takes an average bandwidth 
utilization of the current network as the step of result is shown
in Table II with one smoothing step between step 0 and 1.

Table 2. Balancing bandwidth usage in the local network
Step Stream A (H/V/F) Stream  B (H/V/F) Stream C (H/V/F)

0 400 240 30 320 224 35 0 0 0

- - - - 320 224 33 - - -

1 400 240 27 320 224 31 160 144 24

2 400 240 25 320 224 29 160 144 38

3 400 240 24 320 224 28 256 192 21
4 400 240 23 320 224 27 256 192 24

5 400 240 22 320 224 26 256 192 27

WebRTC works well in low bandwidth condition because 
it has an API for negotiating and assigning bandwidth amount 
to each peer bases on the network condition. The frame rate and 
resolution automatically change to match the available 
bandwidth. Thus, in the experiment, we only demonstrate the 
proportional bandwidth process and compare our research with 
the current implementation of WebRTC in EasyRTC [12]. The 
experiment uses EasyRTC server, which is installed on Ubuntu 
12.04, the limited uploading speed of the network sets to
200Kbits by using an open-source Trickle. To create a virtual 
webcam device we use WebcamStudio open-source, in which 
we can control the resolution and frame rate of a video. Two 
hosts run on Chrome browser. It makes video streaming with 
two hosts in another computer which has Chrome browser. 
When the connection established between two hosts and its 
destination, we access to chrome WebRTC statistic for getting 
parameters measurement at chrome://webrtc-internals/.
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Fig. 4 (a): A statistically in an original host using EasyRTC for video calling to 
another host in other computers.

Fig. 4 (b): A statistically in a host which uses the negotiating algorithm for 
detecting resolution and frame rate before sending using EasyRTC for video 
calling to another host in other computers. In Fig. 17 and Fig 18 show 
that proposed method reduces a certain package lost with the 
same quality of information per frame, also, the frame rate is 
less variant than original EasyRTC implementation. By using 
the method, we detect the initial of the matching resolution 
before making streaming service. It does not only reduce 
package lost but it also reduces the computing resource in both 
sides of streaming service. 

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented the flexible method for 

sharing and balancing bandwidth of the local wired and 
wireless network using fuzzy control theory with the simulation 
using OPNET and the experiment using the implementation of 
WebRTC, EasyRTC. The method does not provide the best 
quality for each individual, but every user in the same group 
deserves to have a beneficial service with the lowest quality 
instead of losing service. By such way, we proportionate the 
quality service for every user in the same group where has no 
priority of serving service. Throughout the experimental 
section, the proposed method solved completely the problem 
lead on introduction section. Each sharing device just gives a 
small amount of bandwidth that does not have much effect on 
its service, but the total decreasing amount is higher when we 
have more and more involving users. So far, the experiment 
demonstrated the proportion of the bandwidth utilization 
beyond the requirement of the introduced problem.

In the future works, this method does not only apply for 
video streaming application, but it can also use to make a 
sharing protocol between devices, such as computer, mobile, 
printer, Set Top Box etc., in the same network.
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